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The present study reports on molecular dynamics investigations of chemically cross-linked poly(ethylene
glycol) hydrogels with the aim of exploring the diffusion properties of water, ions, and rhodamine within the
polymer at the molecular level. The water structure and diffusion properties were studied at various cross-
linking densities with molecular weights of the chains ranging from 572 to 3400. As the cross-linking density
is increased, the water diffusion decreases and the slowdown in diffusion is more severe at the polymer-water
interface. The water diffusion at various cross-linking densities is correlated with the water hydrogen bonding
dynamics. The diffusion of ions and rhodamine also decreased as the cross-linking density is increased. The
variation of diffusion coefficient with cross-linking density is related to the variation of water content at
different cross-linking densities. Comparison of simulation results and obstruction scaling theory for hydrogels
showed similar trends.

Introduction

Hydrogels, composed of polymer networks and water, have
been used increasingly in drug delivery systems, tissue engi-
neering, contact lenses, and so forth1-5 due to their interesting
structural and mechanical properties. The solidlike character of
the hydrogel system plays an important role by providing
mechanical stability. The hydrogel system also maintains
dynamic behavior typical of liquid phases.5 Two properties of
hydrogels, high water content and rubberlike nature, make them
akin to a natural tissue. Biocompatibility and cross-linked
structure are key properties of hydrogels that allow for various
applications. Cross-linking allows immobilization of active
agents and biomolecules and helps drug release at a well-defined
rate. Cross-linking density is commonly used to tune key
parameters like mesh size and molecular weight between cross-
linkers in order to change macroscopic properties such as
diffusion and Young’s modulus. Among the dynamic properties,
diffusion of small molecules, such as nutrients, is essential for
vitality of living cells in biological systems.

In order to utilize hydrogels for various applications, it is
essential to understand their material properties, flexibility,
interactions with solutes and transport phenomena. A cross-
linked network is difficult to be analyzed by experimental
techniques of chromatography and fractionation owing to the
network’s inability to dissolve. Deeper insight into dynamic
processes occurring within hydrogels have become possible by
techniques such as high-flux neutron sources and X-ray
synchrotrons.6-8 Diffusion in hydrogel has been studied exten-
sively using quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS),9,10 NMR,11-13

side-by-side diffusion cells,14 fluorescence correlation spectros-
copy,15,16 refractive index method,17 and so forth.

Many physical models have been developed to model the
diffusion of small solutes in hydrogels.18,19 Solute behavior in
hydrogels has been explained in terms of reduction in hydrogel
free volume,20-22 enhanced hydrodynamic drag on the solute,23,24

increased path length due to obstruction,25,26 and a combination

of hydrodynamic drag and obstruction effects.27 The theoretical
relations are limited and rely on fitting parameters that are
typically not known. With the rapid development of molecular
dynamics simulation techniques, it is now possible to study the
structure and dynamics of biomacromolecular systems in an
aqueous environment considering explicit water, ion, and solute
molecules.28,29 In recent times, molecular dynamics simulation
has been used to study physical gels,30 poly(vinyl alcohol),10,31

poly(vinyl methyl ether),32 poly(N-isopropylacrylamide),32 poly-
acrylamide,33 epoxy-amine networks,34 and so forth. Structure
and dynamics of the polymer-water interface in poly(vinyl
alcohol) (PVA) for a mesh size of 1 nm was studied recently.10

Solvent diffusion coefficient and residence times in hydrophilic
systems indicate that water behaves as a supercooled liquid
phase.10 Structural and mechanical properties and diffusion of
glucose and vitamin D in poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and their double network was inves-
tigated by Jang et al.35 Effects of confined water in cages of
different chemical and structural features have also been
investigated previously in other natural and man-made structures
such as vycor glass,36 carbon nanotubes,37,38 boron-nitride
nanotubes,39 zeolites,40 cellular membrane channels,41 proteins,29

carbohydrate solution,42 and so forth.
Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-based hydrogel network has been

increasingly utilized in tissue engineering applications in recent
years. This is mainly due to their hydrophilicity and resistance
to protein adsorption and biocompatibility. They can also be
customized by modifying the chain length and adding biological
functional groups. Besides, PEG hydrogel is a promising
membrane material for selective removal of CO2 from a mixture
containing light gases such as CH4, N2 and H2.43 PEG can be
easily cross-linked using acrylate group as a cross-linker. In
conventional polymerization, the cross-linking density, defined
as the number of cross-linkers divided by the number of
monomers, need not be homogeneous throughout the network,
but in poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) it is homo-
geneous because the molecular weight between the cross-linkers
is the same as that of the PEG monomer. This enables PEGDA
to be used as an ideal material for studying gel properties. Since
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cross-linking has a significant impact on the structural and
dynamic properties of the hydrogel, we investigate the structural
and dynamic properties of a hydrogel consisting of cross-linked
PEGDA, water, and small solutes (ions and rhodamine) using
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, as they can provide a
useful description of water and solute mobility by considering
explicit water and partial charge for PEG atoms. Rhodamine is

commonly used as a tracer dye in experiments within hydrogel
networks to determine the transport properties of the network.
Studying rhodamine diffusion also helps to understand the
diffusion of similar sized biomolecules in PEGDA.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: first, we present
the system setup with the force fields used and a description of
the construction of the cross-linked structure. Then we inves-

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of PEG. (b) Chemical structure of PEGDA. (c) 6 PEGDA chain ends meet and form cyclododecane as cross-
linking point. (d) Cross-linked network with 2 × 2 × 2 cells in three dimensions. (e) Chemical structure of rhodamine. (f) Visualization of simulation
box with polymer network, water, rhodamine, and chloride molecules. Yellow, carbon; red, oxygen; white, hydrogen.

TABLE 1: System Composition and Equilibrated Mesh Sizea

prepolymer PEG572 PEG1000 PEG1500 PEG2000 PEG3400

n 13 23 34 45 78
cross-linking density(1/n)% 7.69 4.35 2.94 2.22 1.28
equilibrated water content/% 74.7 84.2 85.5 89.9 90.9
polymer volume content/% 25.3 15.8 14.5 10.1 9.1
mesh size/nm 2.28 3.14 3.64 4.47 5.49
number of water molecules per cell 291 855 1353 2636 4984
number of cells 2 × 2 × 2 2 × 2 × 2 2 × 2 × 2 1 × 1 × 1 1 × 1 × 1
simulation box size/nm 4.56 6.28 7.28 4.47 5.49

a n is the degree of polymerization before cross-linking. Mesh size is a function of n.
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tigate the water structure and hydrogen bonding in various
regions divided according to the distance from the polymer.
Next, we present the results and discussion on the variation of
diffusion coefficients of water, ions, and rhodamine as a function
of the cross-linking density. Finally, we compare the variation
of diffusion coefficient with cross-linking density from MD
simulation results with the variation predicted from Amsden
obstruction scaling theory.

Methods

Force Field. A force field of the following form has been
employed

Etotal ) EvdW + EQ + Ebond + Eangle + Edihedral (1)

where Etotal, EvdW, EQ, Ebond, Eangle, and Edihedral are the total, van
der Waals (vdW), electrostatic, bond stretching, angle bending,
and torsion energies, respectively. In our simulations, we used
the all atom force field. The force field parameters and charges
for the PEG chain are taken from Smith et al.,44 Lennard-Jones
(LJ) interaction parameters between PEG and water are taken
from Bedrov et al.,45 rhodamine are taken from Vaiana et al.,46

and the acrylate cross-linker, chloride, and sodium ions are from
the CHARMM27 force field.47 For water, we used the single
point charge/extended (SPC/E) model.48 In order to verify the
interaction parameters between PEG and water, we simulated
a system composed only of PEG chains and water and calculated
the radial distribution function of the oxygen of the PEG with
the oxygen of water and obtained good agreement with the
results of Borodin et al.49 For cross LJ interaction parameters
between rhodamine and water, we used Lorentz-Berthelot
combination rules and validated by calculating the diffusion
coefficient of rhodamine in bulk water. We obtained a diffusion
coefficient of 0.4243 × 10-5 cm2/s which is within the range
of values obtained in various experiments (0.3 × 10-5 to 0.5 ×
10-5 cm2/s).50-52 For cross LJ interaction parameters between
ions and water and between PEG chain and CHARMM atoms,
we followed Patra et al.53 and Zheng et al.,54 respectively, and
used Lorentz-Berthelot combination rules.

Simulation System Setup. For our simulations, we used a
cross-linked PEGDA structure with an ideal network without
any free dangling ends or self-looping or entanglements. Figure
1a shows a PEG chain with n monomers. Each PEGDA
molecule (see Figure 1b) is a PEG chain connected to acrylate
groups at both ends that serve as cross-linkers. Under the

influence of ultraviolet rays, the acrylate double bond breaks
and connects with other PEG chains (see Figure 1c) to form
the cross-linking point. We used an ideally cross-linked unit
cell where six PEGDA chains meet at the cross-linking point,
forming a cyclododecane ring structure at the unit cell center
(see Figure 1c,d), similar to the approach presented by Jang et
al.35 The cross-linking density is defined as the number of cross-
linkers (acrylate groups at the ends) divided by the number of
monomers (ethylene glycol). For ideal cross-linking, the cross-
linking density is 1/n, where n is the degree of polymerization
of the PEG chain. The higher the degree of polymerization of
the PEG chain, the lower is the cross-linking density. The ideally
cross-linked unit cell was periodically replicated along xyz-
directions, forming a three-dimensional (3D) hydrogel simula-
tion box, as shown in Figure 1d. We systematically built gels
with different cross-linking densities and investigated diffusion
of water and small solutes in these gels. Table 1 shows the
different cross-linking density cases we considered. The cross-
linked PEGDA structures were then solvated by water. We chose
the number of water molecules to insert into the system based
on experimental measurements. Using results of Padmavathi et
al.,55 which gives the equilibrium water content for a wide range
of cross-linking densities, we calculated the number of water
molecules to insert into the system. The swelling ratios in
experiments were for a prepolymer PEG solution of around 30%
w/w concentration. The equilibrated water content (EWC) used
in our system is given in Table 1. EWC is defined as the ratio
of the volume of water in the simulation box to the total volume
of the simulation box. Figure 2 depicts the EWC data in
graphical form. We also compared the water content we used
against several other papers11,56-59 that had some of the cross-
linking densities that we considered and found our numbers to
be reasonable. For the case with ions, we assumed that the
number of water molecules remained the same even after adding
ions such that there was essentially no swelling after we inserted
ions into the system. The NaCl ion concentration considered
was 0.5 M within the gel. For the rhodamine case, we had to
consider the fact that if the concentration of rhodamine was
above 10-6 M, typically rhodamine aggregation occurred by

Figure 2. Equilibrated water content (EWC) used in the simulations
for different cross-linking densities. EWC is the volume fraction of
water in the simulation box.

TABLE 2: Average Coordination Number for Different
Cross-Linking Densities

prepolymer n ) 13 n ) 23 n ) 34 n ) 45 n ) 78

0.6792 1.0118 1.0382 1.4894 1.5985

TABLE 3: The Average Number of Hydrogen Bonds Per
Water Molecule in Each Region for Different Cross-Linking
Densitiesa

prepolymer I (total) II III IV I (water-water)

n ) 13 3.29 3.51 3.57 2.90
n ) 23 3.34 3.55 3.58 3.58 2.94
n ) 34 3.35 3.55 3.58 3.58 2.95
n ) 45 3.38 3.56 3.59 3.59 2.98
n ) 78 3.40 3.57 3.59 3.59 3.00

a The last column shows water-water hydrogen bonding in
region I, not including polymer-water hydrogen bonding. Regions
II, III, and IV do not have any polymer-water HB. For region IV,
at the highest cross-linking density n ) 13 there is no bulk region
IV.

TABLE 4: Number of Hydrogen Bonds Per Polymer Ether
Oxygen for Different Cross-Linking Densities in Region I

prepolymer n ) 13 n ) 23 n ) 34 n ) 45 n ) 78

0.716 0.721 0.716 0.721 0.719
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stacking up on its three-ring xanthylium plane (rhodamine
structure is shown in Figure 1e) and this hindered fluorescent
yield and diffusion. In experiments, to avoid aggregation a very
dilute solution is used, but in simulations, such low concentra-
tions would need an extremely large box size and would be
computationally expensive. So in our simulations, we used only
one rhodamine in the system with the simulation box size
ranging from 4.56 to 7.28 nm, which is much larger than 4 Å,
the distance between the planes of rhodamine molecules in a
dimer structure formed during aggregation.60 The final system
composition and equilibrated mesh size for the different cases
are summarized in Table 1. Figure 1f shows a snapshot of the
simulation box comprising of the polymer network, water,
rhodamine, and chloride ions.

MD simulations were performed with Gromacs 3.3.1.61 Time
integration was performed using the leapfrog algorithm with a
time step of 1.0 fs. The short-range vdW interactions were
computed using a cutoff scheme (cutoff distance, 1.0 nm). The
long-range electrostatic interactions were computed by using a
particle mesh Ewald method61 (real space cutoff, 1.0 nm; FFT
gridspacing,0.12nm,fourth-orderinterpolation).TheNose-Hoover
thermostat62,63 with a time constant of 0.5 ps was used to
maintain the temperature at 300 K. We built the polymer
network with all PEG chain segments in an all-trans conforma-
tion first and then inserted water molecules according to
equilibrated water content in the hydrogel. After that, we let
the system equilibrate for 1 ns in an NPT ensemble by
maintaining a pressure of 1 bar (compressibility time constant
of 0.2 ps; compressibility of 4.5 × 10-5 bar-1) with a
Parrrinello-Rahman barostat.64 The energy, temperature, and
box size of the simulation box reached constant values during
this equilibration process. Then we further equilibrated the
system for additional 1 ns of simulation time using an NVT
ensemble at 300 K. The energy and temperature of the
simulation box reached constant values during this equilibration
process. The resulting configuration is used as the starting point
for further simulations. For collecting sufficient statistics to
compute various properties, the simulations were run for 54 ns.

Polymer-Water Interaction and Water Dynamics

Radial Distribution Function between Polymer and Wa-
ter. The radial distribution function (RDF) g(r) gives the
probability density of finding a particle at a distance r from a
given particle position. Because the PEG molecules are some-
what immobilized by cross-linkers as compared to the solvent,
the water molecules that are close to PEG are expected to have
much slower translational and rotational dynamics than water
far away from PEG, similar to the behavior observed in
confining environments65,66 and around biomacromolecules such
as proteins67-69 and DNA.70-72 From an inspection of the radial
distribution function between polymer ether oxygen and water
oxygen, as shown in Figure 3, the perturbation of the water
distribution around PEG ether groups, relative to the average
water density, extended to a radius of about 1.04 nm from the
polymer ether oxygen. The water around a PEG ether oxygen
is less structured than water around a bulk water molecule. The
RDFs here are similar to the RDFs between water and polymer
oxygens for polymer-water solutions (PEO530 and 1,2-
dimethoxyethane) with 17% polymer weight percentage.73 For
different cross-linking densities, the peak positions of the RDFs
between polymer ether oxygen and water oxygen are essentially
the same (see Figure 3). As cross-linking density increases, the
value of the first peak increases slightly (see Figure 3 inset).
The number of water oxygens per PEG ether oxygen, or the
average coordination number, nOP-OW, can be evaluated by the
following equation:

nOP-OW )
NOW

Vbox
∫0

Rmin 4πr2gOP-OW(r)dr (2)

where NOW is the total number of water oxygens in the box,
Vbox is the volume of the box and Rmin is the position of the
first valley. The average coordination number is summarized
in Table 2. The coordination number decreases as the cross-
linking density increases. This implies that fewer water mol-
ecules come close to the polymer when cross-linking density
increases and water content decreases. The variation of coor-

Figure 3. RDF between oxygens of polymer ether and oxygen of water and between water oxygens in bulk water. Inset: amplification of the first
peak. The RDF, gOP-OW(r), can be computed by normalizing the local density of water molecules at a distance of r from the polymer ether oxygens
with the average density of water molecules in the total system. Water is divided into regions I, II, III, and IV according to the distance from the
polymer.
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dination number shown here is similar to the phenomenon
observed in 1,2-dimethoxyethane/water solutions with varying
polymer concentration.74

The water molecules in the gel system can be assigned into
different regions according to their distance from the polymer
ether oxygen atoms. We sampled the solvent in different regions,
according to the gOP-OW(r) behavior.10 Since there are three
peaks in the curve, we divided the water into four regions.
Region I (r < 0.36 nm) and region II (0.36 nm < r < 0.64 nm)
are considered as “close contact” regions. Water at distances
between 0.64 and 1.04 nm, where the perturbation in the
gOP-OW(r) was minor, is chosen as region III. The remaining
water molecules are considered to be region IV. Water molecules
in regions I-IV are characterized in terms of hydrogen bonding,
relaxation times, and diffusion coefficients.

Water Hydrogen Bonding. The hydrogen bonding (HB)
structure between water molecules and that between PEG ether
oxygen and water was studied by analyzing the trajectory.
Hydrogen bonding is defined by adopting the geometric criteria
where the acceptor-donor (O · · ·O) distance is less than 0.35
nm and the angle (O-H · · ·O) is less than 30°. For each cross-
linking density across different regions, the total number of
hydrogen bonds is fairly constant except for a small dip in region
I, as shown in Table 3. In region I, the water-water hydrogen
bonding is lowered, but that is made up for to some extent by
the hydrogen bonding with the polymer ether oxygen which
acts as an acceptor (see Table 4). The variation of the number
of hydrogen bonds across different regions is similar to that
seen in simulations of PVA hydrogels.10 As cross-linking density
increases, HB per water molecule decreases for all regions. For
the highest cross-linking density case (n ) 13), there is no bulk
region and region IV is undefined.

Hydrogen Bond Dynamics. The intermittent time autocor-
relation function c(t) expresses the probability that a randomly
chosen pair of molecules is bonded at time t, provided that a
bond existed at time t ) 0, regardless of whether it was bonded
in the interim time. c(t) provides valuable insight into the
relaxation of the system’s H-bonding network. c(t) is given by

c(t) ) 〈h(t)h(0)〉
〈h(0)h(0)〉 (3)

where h(t) is 1 if molecules are bonded at time t and 0 if not.
〈〉 denotes average over all pairs of HB at t ) 0 and over many

time steps. Figure 4 shows the hydrogen bond autocorrelation
functions for various cross-linking densities and bulk water. The
decay can be divided into two parts: short time relaxations within
the librational regime (<0.1 ps) and long time relaxations beyond
0.1 ps. Water-water hydrogen bonding in the gel for n ) 78
decays slower than the decay of water-water hydrogen bonding
in the bulk. At the highest cross-linking density considered (n
) 13), the decay is even slower. Compared to the water-water
hydrogen bonding in the gel, the decay of the polymer-water
hydrogen bonding shows different characteristics; polymer-water
hydrogen bonds decay faster in the short time and is slower in
the long time regime.

The long-time hydrogen bond dynamics is not characterized
by an exponential relaxation with a single relaxation time τR,75

but by a stretched exponential function with a stretch parameter
� as well76

c(t) ≈ A0 exp[-(t/τR)�] (4)

Stretched exponential function fit is considered to be purely
empirical in most cases, but some physical significance may
be attached to it for water. For bulk water, at room temperature,
the physical origin of this stretched exponential at long times
can be understood in terms of the coupling of hydrogen bond
dynamics to diffusion.77 In our cross-linked PEGDA systems,

Figure 4. Decay of autocorrelation function c(t) for polymer-water
(P-W) and water-water (W-W) hydrogen bonding in region I. The
autocorrelation function for the lowest (n ) 78) and the highest (n )
13) cross-linking density cases are shown.

Figure 5. The relaxation time τR from the stretched exponential fit of
the water-water HB autocorrelation function in regions I, II, III, and
IV.

Figure 6. Diffusion of water in different regions as a function of the
cross-linking density of the gel.
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we found that the stretched exponential parameters � ≈ 0.64
and A0 ≈ 1.0 were almost independent of the cross-linking
density. From the relaxation times τR calculated for different
cross-linking densities (see Figure 5), it is evident that hydrogen
bonds between water molecules survive longer when water is
close to the polymer, similar to the observations in PVA
hydrogels.10 With increasing cross-linking density, the relaxation
times of the hydrogen bonds increase as well. The results of
the hydrogen bonding dynamics indicate that the existence of
polymer leads to an overall slowing down of the system
dynamics, and this slow-down is more severe as the cross-
linking density increases. To quantify the slowdown, we
calculate the water diffusion coefficients in different regions
for different cross-linking densities.

Diffusion Coefficients. The diffusion coefficients for water,
ions, and rhodamine, D, were obtained from the long-time slope
of the mean square displacement

D ) 1
6

lim
tf∞

d
dt

〈 |r(t) - r(0)|2〉 (5)

where r(t) and r(0) are the position vectors of the center of
mass at time t and 0, respectively, with an average performed
over the simulation time and over all the number of molecules.
For water, to evaluate the limiting slope, we considered a time
window equal to the average lifetime of the HB between PEG
ether groups and water. The time evolution of this interaction
is shown in Figure 4, where the time autocorrelation function
of the hydrogen bonds, c(t) is reported. The correlation time,
t*, was obtained by integrating polymer-water c(t). t* could
be considered as the highest limiting value for the residence
time in a particular region of a water molecule. The computed
value of t* varied between 10 to 20 ps depending on the cross-

linking density. The results of the diffusion coefficient for each
region are summarized in Figure 6. The error bar in the plot is
the standard deviation of the diffusion coefficients based on three
trajectories for the same system with different initial configu-
ration. The average water diffusion decreases as the cross-linking
density increases, similar to the observations in poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide) hydrogel13 and in poly(methacrylic acid)
hydrogel.78 For each cross-linking density, water diffusion
coefficient decreases as it approaches the polymer-water
interface. The variation of the diffusion coefficient of water with
cross-linking density is similar to the variation of the equilibrium
water content shown in Figure 2.

The diffusion coefficients of ions as a function of cross-
linking density are shown in Figure 7b,c. For an ion concentra-
tion of 0.5 M, we observe that the diffusion of ions decreases
as cross-linking density increases. Similar to the water case,
ion diffusion also follows the water content variation with cross-
linking density. Lobo et al.79 studied diffusion of potassium
chloride and lithium chloride in acrylamide hydrogels and found
that electrolyte diffusion depends on water content inside the
polymer matrix. The results of our ion diffusion are comparable
with experimental results for potassium chloride (KCl) and
lithium chloride (LiCl) diffusion in hydrogels; for 1% cross-
linking density acrylamide hydrogel with the same ion concen-
tration, diffusion coefficients of KCl and LiCl within the gel
are 31.9 and 42.7% of their values in aqueous solution.

To calculate the translational diffusion coefficient of rhodamine,
we first estimated the rotational relaxation time of rhodamine.
Rotational relaxation time is obtained from the relaxation time
of the autocorrelation function 〈n(t) ·n(0)〉 , where n(t) is the
vector normal to the xanthylium plane of the rhodamine
molecule. The computed rotational relaxation time of around

Figure 7. Normalized diffusion of water, ions, and rhodamine as a function of cross-linking density obtained using molecular dynamics and
theoretical prediction. The diffusion coefficient Dg is normalized with respect to the diffusion coefficient in bulk water D0. Diffusion of (a) water,
(b) chloride ion, (c) sodium ion, and (d) rhodamine. For chloride ion, polymer fiber radius based on MD radial distribution function, rfMD ) 0.5535
nm, is used instead of rf calcuated from eq 7.
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200 ps is comparable to the 100-200 ps in experiments.80 A
time window of 400 ps, a much larger value than the rotational
relaxation time was used to compute the slope of the mean
square displacement. Diffusion of rhodamine decreases with
increasing cross-linking density, which is similar to the trend
observed for water and ions, as shown in Figure 7d. To
accurately compute the diffusion coefficient with a linear MSD
plot, 54 ns of simulation time was required. The diffusion
coefficient of rhodamine in bulk water was 0.4243 × 10-5 cm2/
s. For the highest cross-linking density considered rhodamine
diffusion is less than 5% of the bulk value.

Our results are comparable to the diffusion of molecules of
similar size in PEGDA gels in literature. Jang et al.35 built
PEG(1300)DA hydrogel system and studied diffusion of two
small solute molecules, D-glucose and ascorbic acid (vitamin
C). The diffusion coefficient of D-glucose in the gel was reported
as 0.173 ( 0.050 × 10-5 cm2/s, which is one-third of the
D-glucose diffusion in water (0.6 - 0.7 × 10-5 cm2/s).81-83

D-glucose has a hydrodynamic radius of 3.61-3.8 Å,84,85 that
is comparable to 0.53 ( 0.03 nm of rhodamine 6G.86 Using
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, Watkins et al.15 studied
diffusion of fluorescent probes Cl-NERF and Texas Red sulfonyl
chloride, which have a hydrodynamic radius of 0.7 nm, in
PEG(700)DA and PEG(1000)DA hydrogel. They obtained
diffusion coefficients on the order of 10-8 cm2/s.

Comparison with Theory. Over the years, several theoretical
models have been developed to characterize diffusion of solutes
in hydrogels. Amsden18 compares several theories and models
for solute diffusion within hydrogels and suggests Amsden’s
theory where hydrodynamic models are combined with obstruc-
tion models as one of the best theories that matched several
experimental results. According to the obstruction scaling
theory,87,88 the diffusion as a function of the polymer volume
fraction is

Dg

D0
) exp[-π( rs + rf

ksa�-0.75C∞
-0.25(1 - 2�)-0.25 + 2rf

)2]
(6)

where a is the equivalent bond length of the monomer, φ is the
polymer volume fraction, rs is the radius of solute, rf is the radius
of polymer chain, C∞ is the characteristic ratio of polymer, � is
the Flory-Huggins polymer/solvent interaction parameter, Dg

is the diffusion coefficient of solute in gel, and D0 is the diffusion
coefficient of solute in water calculated from MD simulation
and verified by literature.38,50-52,89 Since the fitting parameter
ks = 1 for the different polymers and solutes considered,
Amsden proposed this model as a “universal” model for solute
diffusion in hydrogels. The radius of the polymer chain is given
by87

rf ) ( MmV
lπNA

)1/2

(7)

where l is the length of the monomer unit, Mm is the molecular
weight of the monomer, V is the specific volume of the polymer,
and NA is the Avogadro number. The solute size rs is the
hydrodynamicradiusofthesolutecomputedbytheStokes-Einstein
relation87

rs )
kBT

fπηD0
(8)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, η is the viscosity of water at
temperature T, and f is 4 for solutes whose size approaches that
of the solvent (i.e., water) and 6 for solutes greater in size than
the solvent.90

We compared our molecular dynamics simulation results with
that from Amsden’s obstruction scaling theory. The parameters
used in eq 6 are listed in Table 5. According to Koneshan et
al.91 and Valente et al.,92 Stokes’ law breaks down for small
ions in highly polar solvents. Nightingale93 extended the
empirical correction to Stoke’s law to provide a set of modified
hydrodynamic radii for small ions. In using Amsden’s theory,
we used the modified hydrodynamic radii from Nightingale93

for water, sodium, and chloride ions rather than using the
Stokes-Einstein relation. For rhodamine, we followed the same
procedure as Jang et al.35 to compute the hydrodynamic radius

〈rh〉
-1 ) 1

N2 ∑
j*i

N

∑
i)1

N

〈 1
rij

〉 (9)

where N is the number of atoms in the rhodamine molecule,
and rij is the distance between two atom pairs. The solute size
rs we used for water, sodium ion, chloride ion, and rhodamine
are listed in Table 6. For comparison, the hydrodynamic radii
from the Stokes-Einstein relation are also listed.

In Figure 7 we compare the results from our MD simulations
with the prediction from Amsden’s theory for water and the
different solutes we considered. Diffusion data for water and
sodium ion match better than that of chloride ion. The difference
could be from the fact that the equation for calculating the radius
of the polymer fiber, eq 7 does not take the ion size differences,
and the different distances of closest approach into account. For
the sodium ion, the first peak from the radial distribution
function between oxygen of the polymer and the sodium ion
was close to the value obtained from eq 7, but for the chloride
ion, the first peak was at 0.5535 nm. Therefore we used 0.5535
nm as rf for chloride ion.

Even though there is no perfect match, the theory matches
reasonably well with MD results. As mentioned previously, the
shapes of all the diffusion data are similar, and they follow the
shape of the equilibrated water volume fraction, as shown in
Figure 2. Unless the solute size and mesh size are comparable,
such that the molecular level structure of the polymer network
and the solute structure affect the diffusion, it is the equilibrated
water content that is the key parameter in determining the
diffusion coefficient. In experiments, factors, such as concentra-
tion of prepolymer solution, defects, rate of gelation, and so

TABLE 5: Physical Properties of the Hydrogel Used in
Amsden’s Obstruction Scaling Theory

Mm (g/mol) V (cm3/g) l (nm) a (nm) rf (nm) C∞ �

44 0.845357 0.36 1.54 0.2337 5.287 0.4687

TABLE 6: Hydrodynamic Radii and Modified Hydrodynamic Radii Used in This Work for Water, Ions, and Rhodamine

solute water chloride ion sodium ion rhodamine

bulk diffusion coefficient/× 10-5 cm2/s 2.7038 1.8589 1.3289 0.424350-52

hydrodynamic radius (nm) 0.0914 0.1335 0.1870 0.5819
radius used in this work (nm) 0.276 0.332 0.358 0.4873
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forth, influence the final gel structure and thus the equilibrated
water content and the diffusion data.

Conclusions

To summarize, we have presented molecular dynamics
investigations of diffusion of water and small solutes in PEGDA
hydrogels of varying cross-linking densities. Diffusion coef-
ficient of water and small solutes decreases as cross-linking
density increases. The decrease in diffusion of water is correlated
with the increase in hydrogen bonding relaxation times. The
simulation results compare well with Amsden’s obstruction
scaling theory, if the hydrodynamic radii of the solutes can be
computed more accurately than from the Stokes- Einstein
relation. The diffusion behavior corresponds quite well with the
equilibrated water content in each gel.
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